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Abstract: This paper concerns an obstacle control problem of 
an elastic pseudoplate. The state problem is modelled by a semi
coercive variational inequality, where the control variable enters the 
coefficients of linear operator and a linear functional. Moreover, we 
consider the state eigenvalue problem for a minimal first eigenvalue 
associated with the vibration of pseudoplate. Existence of an op
timal control is verified. Finally, approximate solutions with some 
convergence analysis are provided. 
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Introduction 

Obstacle control of elastic structures contains also quasistatic state problems 
with unilateral boundary conditions, which admit non-trivial virtual rigid body 
displacements. The simplest example is constitated by a beam unilaterally sup
ported on both ends. We observe that the state problem is modelled by a 
semicoercive variational inequality. If the structure is fixed on some part of 
its boundary, then the energy of deformation is coercive and numerous the
ories from mathematics can be applied to the problem. On the other hand, 
another interesting case from the point of view of applications is when the body 
is fixed along some part of its boundary so that the rigid body motions are 
possible. Hence, the energy of deformation is no longer coercive. However, 
for several semi-coercive problems it is possible to give conditions on the right 
hand term (transversal load) in such a way guaranteeing the existence and the 
uniqueness of solution for the original problem and the corresponding discrete 
approximations. A semi- coercive elliptic problem with boundary conditions of 
the Signorini type is solved in this way through a Galerkin schema in (Adly, 
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of semi-coercive variational inequalities involving a monotone (but not strongly 
monotone) operator, which depends on the control variable. Here we formulate 
boundary conditions and external forces, which imply the coerciveness of the 
potential energy over the subset of admissible displacements or over a subspace 
of the energy space only. Moreover, we restrict ourselves to the cases, when 
the subspace of rigid virtual displacements have the dimension one, in order to 
obtain uniqueness of the solution of t he state problem. 

Here we consider an optimal control problem of an elastic pseudoplate (a 
plate with small bending rigidity). The bending of the pseudoplate is described 
by means of shear model: the plate is deformed only by the shear forces (see 
e.g., Armand, 1972). Firstly, we assume that a homogeneous and isotropic 
pseudoplate occupying a domain 0 x (- fJ, fJ) of the space JR3 is unilaterally 
supported on the whole boundary. The pseudoplate is loaded by a transver
sal distributed force ..9'(xt,X2) perpendicular to the plane oxlx2. The role 
of control variables is played by: 1° The thickness of the pseudoplate, 2° The 
variable distributed load (externally applied pressure). The positive loading is 
considered down in t he direction of Z axis. The cost functionals represent: the 
resultant of transverse contact forces between the pseudoplate and the rigid in
ner obstacle or the desired deflection of t he pseudoplate. The state problem is 
modelled by a semi-coercive variational inequality, where the control variables 
influence the coefficients of the linear, bounded and monotone operator and a 
linear functional, both defined on a Hilbert space H 1(0). Secondly, we consider 
the state eigenvalue problem for (the deformation energy being coercive) a min
imal first eigenvalue causing the vibrating of a pseudoplate in contact with a 
boundary obstacle on the space V(O) C H 1 (0). We assume that the thickness 
of the pseudoplate is uncertain, being prescribed in some a priori given set (the 
state eigenvalue problem with some uncertain data) an we employ a method 
of reliable solution. Here we consider the fundamental eigenfrequency as the 
functional criterion. 

On the basis of the general existence theorems for a class of optimization 
problems or a reliable solution to the variational inequalities, we prove the 
existence of at least one solution to each of the problems mentioned above. 
Finally, we shall propose approximate solution and present some convergence 
analysis. 

1. Setting of the problem 

Let the midplane of the pseudoplate occupy a given bounded domain 0 c 
JR2 with Lipschitz boundary an. Let [uxlX3) O'x2xal denote the components of 
the stress field (shear stresses). We consider an isotropic and homogeneous 
elastic material. Assuming ;tllat the in- plane displacements vanish, we have the 
following stress-strain relations: 
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where K is a shear correction factor (a positive constant) and G = const is the 
elastic shear modulus. The general forces (shear forces) of the pseudoplate have 
then the form: 

Hence we obtain the equation (the equilibrium equation of the pseudoplate 
without any internal obstacles) 

aVx,x3 /ax1 + aVx,x3 /ax2 + Y = 0 or div(KG O'gradv) = -.9. 

We denote the standard Sobolev function spaces by Hk(0.) (:= W~(0.)) , 
k = 1, 2. Let the norm in Hk(0_) be denoted by II ·IIHk(!'J)· In the following, 
L 2 (0.) and L00 (0.) denote the space of Lebesgue-square integrable functions on 
n and the space of essentially bounded functions on n, with standard norms 
II·IIL2 (n) and II·IILoo(n), respectively. The inner product in £2(0.) will be denoted 
by (., . )L2(!'l)· If D is a subset in JRN l its boundary is denoted be aD and its 
closureD u aD by D. 

The transversal displacements (deflections) v belong to the space V(0.) := 

H 1 ( n) . In the following we use the virtual displacement principle to establish 
a variational formulation of the problem. To this end we introduce the set of 
admissible deflections in the following way 

X(0.) := {v E V(0.): v 2: Oa.e. on n * and At0 v 2: Oa.e. on an}, 

where !'t c nand Ar0 v is trace of von an, (the trace operator AZ'o : H 1 (0.) ---t 

L 2(a0.) is linear and continuous, such that Atov, see Fig. 1, is trace of von an 
for every v smooth). 

For the transversal load Y of the pseudoplate (the control variable) , let n 
be decomposed into M disjoint subdomains, i.e. 

M 

n = u nk, nk n nm = 0 if k 'I m. 
k=l 

Consider for the pseudoplate the control space U(0.) and the admissible 
control set Uad(0.) as 

M 

U(0.) = C(O) x {fJ C(Ok)) and Uad(0.) = U~(0.) x U;!;(n), 
k=l 

with e = [ 0', Yf, where the half-thickness {j belongs to the set 

U!:t(n) = {0' E c<o),l(f~) (i.e. Lipschit~ - continuous functions): 
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with given positive constants such that U~(n) is non-empty const(l) < const(2), 
1 E [const(l), const(2)J and 

U;f;(O) = {Y E Loo(fl) : Yolok E C(o),l(fik), 

k = 1, 2, ... , M, IIY- YoiiLoo(!l) ~ const(A)• 

II8Y j8xi11Loo(!1) ~ const(B)• i = 1, 2}, 

where Yo is a given function such that Yol!h E C(o),l(fik), II8Yof8xiiiLoo(!1) ~ 
const(a), i = 1, 2 with given positive constants such that U;f;(n) is a nonempty 
set. 

z 

an 

BOUNDARY PUNCH 

X! 

Fig. 1. Pseudoplate loaded by transversal forces 

Note that any Y E U;f; (0) is a piecewise Lipschitz continuous function 
which does not differ "too much" from a "central" piecewise Lipschitz continuous 
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Due to the virtual displacement principle we associate with (j E U~(O) a 
bilinear form 

a( tJ, v,z) :=In KGtJ[gradv.gradz]dO for all v,z E V(O). (1.1) 

For a transversal load .5/ E L00 (0), we introduce the linear form on V(O) 
by the formula (the virtual work of external load) 

(L(Y), v)v(!1) = l .5/vdO. (1.2) 

It is readily seen that L(Y) E V*(O), for .5/ E U;!;(O). 
We define on the open 0 the family of the pseudoplate linear operators 

{Jd'( tJ)} generated by the bilinear form a(tJ, ., .) in the following way 

(Jd'(tJ)v,z)v(!1) = a(tJ,v,z), (J E U~(O), v,z E V(O). (1.3) 

Thus, taking into account (1.1) to (1.3) on the basis of the virtual displace
ment principle, we introduce the following State Problem: 

Find u(e) E £(0) such that 

(Jd'( tJ)u(e), v- u(e))v(n) ~ (L(Y), v- u(e))v(n), (1.4) 

holds for given e E Uaa(O) and for all v E £(0). 
Further, we shall prove that the variational inequality (1.4) has a unique 

solution u(e) for any e E Uaa(O). On the other hand, for the state variational 
inequality (1.4), we consider several Optimal Control Problems. First we intro
duce cost functionals. The simplest will be 

_£fDESIRED DEFLECTION(., V) =In IV- Zadl
2d0 (1.5) 

where Zad E L2(0) is given function. 
Let theta be any (fixed) function of HJ(O) such that (} = 1 on o. a.e. We 

define (under the condition of active support with non-zero reaction forces on 
80) 

_£fTOTAL REACTION(e, v) = l (KGtJgrad V. grad(}- ,5/(})dO. (1.6) 

This functional represents a resultant of transverse reactive forces on the 
inner obstacle. Let us justify the definition of 2"ToTAL REACTioN in detail: 

For any v E £(0) n H 2 (0) we decompose domain 0 into the set 

:K(v) := {[x1,x2] EO. : v(x1,x2) > 0}, 

which is open, and its complement, the so-called coincide set: .2"(v) = o. \:K(v). 
Obviously, v = 0 holds on .2"(v) (in general, the set .2"(v) is not closed). We 
introduce the following set: 
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LEMMA 1 If the solution u(e) of the state problem (1.4) belongs to H 2(0.), then 
one has 

_£TOTAL REACTION ( e, U( e)) 

= - { (Y + div(KGO' grad u(e)))drl, 
} 2'(u(e}) 

i.e., it has the same value for all BE 0.(0.). 

Proof. Let us show that 

fiz(e,u(e)) = -div(KGO'gradu(e))- Y = 0, 

holds in n \ 2'( u( e)) a.e. 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

Consider a point [xi,x2] E J{(u(e)). Then there is a ball Bp([xi,x2]) C 

J{(u(e)) and a non-negative function r.p E C0 (Bp[xi,x2])) such that r.p > 0 
on a closed ball BP;2([xi,x2]) and u(e) 2:: r.p holds in Bp([xi,x2]). Hence for 
any -8 E C0 (Bp;2 ([xi,x2])) we may find c > 0 such that u(e) + c-8 2:: r.p/2 in 
Bp;2 ([xi,x;]) . As a consequence, v = u(e) + r-8 E X(rl). Now, we substitute 
this v in the inequality (1.4), we find: v- u(e) = r-8 and 

In (KGO' grad u(e) . grad -8)drl 2:: In Y-8drl. 

On the other hand, the opposite inequality follows for v = u(e) - c-8. This 
means that we may write 

In (KGO'grad u(e). grad -8 - Y)drl = 0, 

for all -8 E C0 (Bpf2( [xi, x2])). Hence, integrating by parts , we get (1.8) in 
n. \ ft'(u(e)). 

Next, consider a point [xi, x2] E D \ n •. We may find a ball Bp([xi, x2]) C 

0.\ f2. and for any -8 E C0 (Bp([xi, xm), we substitute v = u(e) ± -8 in (1.4) to 
find that (1.8) holds in n \ n •. 

Finally, integrating by parts and by virtue of (1.8), we may write 

_£TOTAL REACT!ON(e, u(e)) = r fiz(e, u(e))Bdfl = r fiz(e, U( e))dfl 
Jo J 2'(u( e}} 

and the assertion of the lemma follows. 
We note that some results and the regularity of solutions to obstacle prob

lems (see Rodriguez, 1987) can justify a conjecture that u(e) E H 2 (0.) provided 
0, is convex and (J E H 2 (0..). These assumptions seem to be sufficient to the 
justification of the functional .£ToTAL REACTION· 

Moreover, forB E 0.(0.) one has 

.£ToTAL REAcTioN(e, u(e )) = h Bd11-(e, u(e)) 

- r (1.9) 
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where t-L(e,u(e)) is a non-negative Radon measure with supp t-L(e,u(e))cfl'(u(e)) . 
We may rewrite the variational inequality (1.4) (for v := u(e) + r.p, where r.p E 
o.(n), r.p 2: 0) in the following form 

(&Z'(e)u(e), 'P)v(n) 2: (.9', 'Ph2 (fl), 

where 

&Z'(e)v =- div(KGO'grad v), for any v E H 1(D). 

As a consequence (by the Riesz-Schwartz theorem, Schwartz, 1966) 
[&Z'( e )u( e) - Y] is a non-negative distribution on the domain n with support 
contained in fl"(u(e)). This means that (1.9) holds. This measure represents 
the interaction forces between the pseudoplate and the inner obstacle. 

LEMMA 2 The set X(D) is a closed and convex subset of V(D) . 

Proof. Clearly, 0 E X(D), thus X(D) is non-empty. The closedness follows 
from Lebesgue Theorem and convexity is immediate. 

In the following, we define the Optimal Control Problems 

{ 

e(*),oEsmEo DEFLECTION= ArgMinifoESIREo oEFLEcTwN(e,u(e)), 
eEUad(fl) 

e(*),ToTAL REACTION= Arg MinifToTAL REACTION(e, u(e)), 
eEUad(!l) 

( 1.10) 

where state function u(e) denotes the solution of the State Problem (1.4). 

2. Existence of a solution to the optimal control problem 

Let U(D) be a Banach space, Uad(D) C U(D) a compact subset, V(D) a Hilbert 
space equipped with a scalar product (., .)v(!l) and a norm 11 -!lv(fl), V*(D) its 
dual space with a norm 11 -llv·(n) and let (., .)v(n) denote the dual pairing. 

Assume that lvlv(!l) is a continuous seminorm in the space V(D), satisfying 
the following conditions: 

(MO) 

If we define a subspace &Z'(D) = v E V(D) : lvlv(n) = O}and 
PEl(!l)is the orthogonal projector onto &Z'(D) then 
dim &Z'(D) < oo. 

There exist constants [M1 > 0, M2 > O]such that 

M1 ll v ll v(n) :S lvlv(n) + IIPEl(n)v ll v(!l) :S M2 ll vllv(!l) 
holds for all v E V(D). 

Let X(D) be a closed convex subset of V(D) such that there exists a func
tional <I> : V ( n) -+ R 1, satisfying the following conditions 

(Ml) f <I>(v) = 0 <:? v E X(D) <:? D<I>(v, z) = 0 for all z E V(D) , 
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and the differential Gateaux Dif? is monotone, this means that 

Dif?(v + z,z)- Dif?(v,z) 2::0 for any v, z E V(O). 

In the following we assume that 

(M2) X(n) n &l(n) ::J {O}, 

f E V*(O) and a continuous operator B: Uad(n)-+ V*(O) is given such that 

(M3) (! + Be,p)v(n) < 0 for any p E Jf'(n) n &l(O) \· {0} 

for any e E Uad(n). 

Let {.0"(e)}eeU.a(n) be a family of linear operators .0"(e): Jf'(O) -+ V*(O), 
which satisfy the following conditions for all e E Uad(O) 

1°. (.0"(e)v- .0"(e)z ,v- z)v(f't) 2:: adiv- zihn) 
for any v, z E V (O)where the constant ad > 0 is indepen
dent of e, 

(A1) 2°. lleliu(n) ~ constant1. llvllv(n) ~ constant2 =} ll.0"(e)vllv·(n) 
~ constant, 

3°. en E Uad(n), en-+ e strongly in U(O) =} .0"(en)v-+ 
.0"(e)v strongly in V*(O ) for any v E Jf'(O). 

We note that by virtue of the condition (M1), X(n) is a convex cone with 
the vertex zero. Indeed, we may write 

{ 

if?(v)= 11 

Dif?(tv,v)dt=( l /2)Dif?(v,v) so that if?(tv)=t2 if?(v) 

(B1) for any t > 0, 

v E Jf'(n) =} if? (v) = 0 =} if?(tv) = 0 =}tv E Jf'(O). 

On the other hand one has, if?(v) 2:: 0 for all v E V(n). 

LEMMA 3 Let the assumptions (MO}, (Ml} and (M2}, (M3} be satisfied. Then 
there exist constants Ql > 0 and Q2 > 0, independent of e E Uad(O) such that 

adlvlhn) + if?(v ) - (! + Be,v)v(n) 2:: Qlllvllv(n)- Q2 (2.1) 

holds for all v E V(n) and e E Uad(n). 

Proof. Let (2.1) not be true, then there are sequences {vn}neN, {en}neN, 
llvnllv(n) -+ oo and en -+ eo strongly in U(O) such that 

ndlvnl~(f'l) + if?(vn)- (!+Ben, Vn) V(f't) < (1/n)llvnllv(n) - n. (2.2) 

We note that the sequence {vn }neN cannot be bounded, since then the 
left-hand side would be bounded from below. It follows from (2.2) that for 
sufficiently big n 2:: Q2 one has 
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Due to (Bl) and by setting On= Vn/llvnllv(n), we obtain 

}~~ (adlonl~(n)llvnllv(O) + <I>(on)llvnllv(n) 

- (f +Ben, On)V(f!) = tJ1::; 0, 

choosing a subsequence for limsupnk_, 00 , if necessary. 

267 

(2.3) 

Moreover , for a further subsequence we may assume that: Onk --> o weakly 
in V(D) and lonk lv(n) --> tJ2 . On the other hand, the estimate (2.3) yields 
that tJ2 = 0. Since ff(v) = lvlv(n) is a weakly lower semicontinuous functional 
(being convex and continuous), we have 

lolv(O) ::; lim inf lonk lv (n} --> 0, 
k-+oo 

so that o E &t'(n). 
Next, from the weak convergence and due to (MO) it follows that: 

IIPEl(f!)Onk - PEl(f!)Oi!v(O) --> 0. 

By virtue of (MO), we may write 

M1llonk- ollv(n)::; lonk - olv(O) + IIPEl(n)(onk - o)llv(n)--> 0. 

Observe that for subsequence { Onk heN we may write llonJv(n) --> llollv(n) , 

llollv(n) = 1. 
Then, in view of the above we have 

Taking into account that: limk_,oo <I>( Onk) = <I>( o), <I>( o) = 0 follows from 
(2.3). This means that o E X(n) n&t'(n) \· {0} and-(! +Be, o)v(n) > 0 holds 
by assumption (M3), we arrive at a contradiction with (2.3). • 

THEOREM 1 Let the assumptions (MO) to (M3) and (A 1) be satisfied. Then 
there exists a solution u(e) E X(D) of the variational inequality 

(d(e)u(e), v- u(e))v(n) ~ (!+Be, v - u(c))v(n) (2.4) 

for any v E X(n) and for any e E Uad(n). 
Here any two solutions differ by an element p. E &t'( n). If, moreover, 

(.0"(e)v,p)v(n) = 0 for all p E &t'(D) and v E V(n), then one has: (! + 
Be,p. )v(O) = 0. 

Proof. The linear operator $'(e) is monotone ((Al), 1°), bounded ((Al), 2°), 
- ! -----~- -1 ------- .L ---- T _J.. - - nl /""\ ( .- TTl£""\\ II II ,.,. ._ 'I .IL//' l r'\\ 
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X(O)nQ0 . Then due to Theorem 8.1, from Lions, (1960) there exists a solution 
u0 E £ 0 (0) of the following inequality 

(d(e)u0 , w- u0 )v(n) 2': (!+Be , w- u0 )v(n) for any wE X 0 (0) . (2.5) 

By virtue of ((A1), 1°) one has (we set w = 0 E £ 0 (0)) 

a.o1luolhn) :::; (d(e)uo , uo)v(n):::; (f +Be, Uo)v(!l)· 

Next, in view of Lemma 3 we may write 

0 2': a.o1luol~(!1)- (f +Be, uo) v (n) 2': Qllluollv(n)- Q2, 

so that 

Let us choose o > Q and show t hat u0 = u(e). Indeed, let v E X(O) be 
arbitrary. There is t > 0 such that w = u0 (1- t) +tv E Xo(O). So, by (2.5) 
we conclude that 

t(d(e)u0 ,v- u0 )v(!1) 2': t (J + Be,v- u0 )v(!1)· 

Consequently, u0 is a solution u(e). 
Next, let u and u. be two solutions. Taking it into account we may write 

{ 
(d(e)u., u- u.)v(n) 2': (!+Be, u- u.)v(n), 
(d(e)u, u.- u)v(n) 2': (!+Be, u. - u)v(n)· 

Hence, by addition, we obtain 

(d(e)u. - d(e)u, u- u.)v(n) 2': 0. 

Then from ( ( Al), 1°) it follows that 

iu- u.lv(n) = 0 and u.- u = p. E .9£'(0). 

(2.6) 

On the other hand, as (d(e)v,p)v(n) = 0 for all p E .9£'(0) and all v E V(O), 
then (! + Be,p.)v(n) = 0, due to relation (2.6). 

LEMMA 4 Let the assumptions (MO) to (M3) and (Al) hold. Further, one has 

(d(e)v,p)v(n) = 0 for any v E V(O),p E .9£'(0), e E Uad(O), (2.7) 

and 

dim.9t'(O) = 1. (2.8) 

Then there exists a unique solution u(e) of the variational inequality (2.4} for 
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Proof. Let u and u. = u+p be two solutions of (2.4), assumethatp E ~(0)\"{0}. 
Due to the assumption (M2) we can choose a basic element p. E ~(0) such 
that p. E ~(0) n X(O) \· {0}. Then one has: (f + Be,p. )v(n) < 0 by virtue 
of (M3). Since we have: p = Mp. , (for some realM :f 0), (f + Be,p)v(n) = 
M(f + Be,p. )v(n) :f 0, which contradicts Theorem 1. • 

THEOREM 2 Assume that (MO) to (M3) and (Al) hold, moreover, let the family 
of operators {J<J1(e)}eEV.d(fl) be potential. Further the assumption (2. 7) and the 
relation 

.J<J1(e)(v + p) = .J<J1(e)v , (2.9) 

hold for all v E V(O), p E ~(n), e E Uad(O). 

Let there exist a subspace 11"(0) C V(O) such that ~(0) n 11"(0) = {0} and 
if u E X(O) \" 11"(0), then there is an element p. E X(n) n ~(0) \· {0} such 
that u-p. E X(O) n 11"(0). Then there exists a unique solution u(e) of the 
variational inequality (2.4) and u(e) E X(O) n 11"(0). 

Proof. In view of Theorem 1, there exists a solution u(e) of the state inequality 
(2.4). Then one has 

u(e) = Arg Min O(e, v), e E Uad(O), 
vEX'(fl) 

where 

O(e,v) = 11 

(.J<J1(e)(tv),v)v(n)dt- (f + Be,v)v(n), 

is the functional of potential energy, (see e.g. Cea, 1971). 
Further, as 

u(e) E X(O) \·11"(0), 

[u(e)- p. ] E X(O) n 11"(0), p. E X(O) n ~(0) \ · {0}, 

we may write 

O(e, [u(e)- p. ]) = 11 
(.J<J1(e)(tu(e)), u(e))v(n)dt- (f +Be, u(e)- p. )v(n) 

= O(e, u(e)) + (f + Be,p. )v(fl) < O(e, u(e)), 

for all e E Uad(O) (due to the relations (2.9), (2.7) and the condition (M3)). As 
a consequence, any solution u(e) belong to the set: X(O) n 11"(0). 

In view of Theorem 1 one has: [u(e)- u. (e)] E ~(0), if u(e) and u. (e) are 
two solutions. Moreover, since [u(e)- u.(e)] E 11"(0), as well, [u(e)- u. (e)] E 
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OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 

Let a cost functional !i': (U(n) x V(n))- R1 be given, which satisfies the 
following condition: 

{ 
If en - e strongly in U(n) and Vn- v weakly in V(n), then 
lim inf !i'(en, Vn) ~ !i'(e, v). 
n->oo 

We define the following Optimal Control Problem (.9'): Find 

e* = ArgMin!i'(e,u(e)) 
eEUad(!l) 

where u(e) denotes the solution of the state variational inequality (2.4). 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

THEOREM 3 Let Uad(n) be a compact subset of U(n), the assumptions (MO) 
to (M3) (A1), and (2. 7) , (2.9) and (2.10} hold and let at least one of the three 
following conditions be satisfied 

1°.dim &t'(n) = 1, 
2°. the operators .0" (e) are potential and there is a subspace 
Yf"(n) C V(n) such that &t'(n) n Yf"(n) = {0} and if u E 

(A2) 
X(n) \" Yf"(n), then there exists a p* E X(n) n &t'(n) \ · {0}, 
[u-p*] E X(n) n Yf"(n), 
3° .for any e E Uad(n) there exists at most one solution of the 
variational 
inequality (2.4). 

Then there exists at least one solution of the Optimal Control Problem ( .9'). 

Proof. By virtue of Lemma 3 one has 

a.oilui~(!l)- (!+Be, u)v(!l) ~ Qlllullv(!l)- Q2 

for all u E X(n) , e E Uad(n), (2.12) 

where the constants asd", Q1, Q2 are independent of e and IP(u) = 0. Then, 
due to Theorem 1 there exists a solut ion u(e) of (2.4). On the other hand, the 
assumptions ((A2), 1°, 2° , 3°) guarantee its uniqueness (in cases ((A2), 1°) or 
((A2), 2°) this is a consequence of Lemma 4 and of Theorem 2, respectively). 

For a minimizing sequence {en}neN, en E Uad(n) (is obviously bounded in 
Uad(n)) we have 

lim !i'(en, u(en)) = inf !i'(e, u(e)). 
n->oo eEUad(!l) 

(2.13) 

Let us choose a convergent subsequence { enk heN 
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Take v = 0 in (2.4) withe= enk· Then, in view of ((A1), 1°) from (2.4) the 
estimate follows 

QJ>{Iu(enk)I~(O) ~ (.!d(enk)u(enk),u(enk))v(O) ~ (f + Benk,u(enk))v(O)· 

Moreover, by taking the estimate (2.12), we obtain 

Qlllu(enk)llho)- Q2 ~ O!JI(Iu(enk)lho)- (f + Benk,u(enk))v(O) ~ 0. 

This means llu(enk)llv(O) ~ (Q2/Ql) and we can choose another subse
quence {u(ek0 )}oEN C {u(enk)}kEN, such that 

u(ek0 )--+ u. weakly in V(O), (2.15) 

where u. E X(O) (since u(ek0 ) E X(O) and X(O) is weakly closed). 
By virtue of ((A1), 2°), we obtain 

IIA(ek0 )u(eko)llv•(O) ~constant . (2.16) 

This means that there exists an element x. E V*(O) such that a subsequence 

.!d(e0 Ju(e0 n)--+ x. weakly in V*(O). (2.17) 

Due to the monotonicity of .!d(e0 J we may write 

(2.18) 

for any v E X(O), n = 1, 2, . . .. 
We take v = u. and e = e0 n in (2.4) then we obtain (due to the convergence 

of {eon}nEN and {u(eoJ}nEN) 

limsup(.!d(e0 Ju(e0 J, u(e0 J- u. )v(O) ~ 0. 
n-oo 

Moreover, by virtue of (2.19) and (2.17) , we may write 

limsup(.!d(e0 Ju(e0 J, u(e0 J)v(n) ~ (x., u. )v(O)· 
n~oo 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Thus by (2.15), (2.17), (2.18) and (2.20), ((A1), 3°), we conclude that 

(x. - .!d(e. )v,u. - v)v(O) 2::0 for any v E X(O). 

Let v = u. + t(w- u. ), t E (0, 1), wE X(O). Then we have 

(x. - .!d(e. )(u. + t(w- u. )) , u. - w)v(O) 2:: 0 

for any wE X(O), t E (0, 1). 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Making use of the hemicontinuity ((A1) , 2°) and setting again w = v we 
obtain for t --+ 0+ 
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Next we put v = u. into (2.18). Hence, we get 

(.0"'(eoJu(eoJ , u(eoJ- u. )v(fl) 2: (.0"'(eoJu., u(eon)- u.)v(fl)· 

Here the continuity of .0"'(. )u. and the weak convergence of { u( e0 n }nEN 

imply immediately that 

Hence 

liminf(.0"'(eoJu(e0 J,u(e0 J- u. )v(n) 2:0. 
n--+oo 

On the other hand, by comparing this with (2.19) , we obtain 

(2.24) 

Finally, the relation (2.17), (2.23) and (2.24) enable us to write 

(.0"'(e.)u., u.- v)v(n) ::; lim (.0"' (e0 Ju(eoJ, u(e0 J- v)v(n), (2.25) 
n--+oo 

for any v E X(D) . 
We are coming now to the conclusion t hat the element u. E X(D) is a 

solution of the variational inequality 

(.0"'(e. )u., u. - v)v(fl)::; (!+Be., u.- v)v(fl), for any v E £(!1),(2.26) 

(in view of (2.25), ((2.4), for e = e0 J and (2.15) and the continuity of B). 
Hence we have proved that 

u. = u(e.), u(e0 J -+ u(e.) weakly in V(D). 

Furthermore, we observe that (2.10) implies 

= inf J(e) . 
eEUad(fl) 

The proof of Theorem 3 is completed. 

(2.27) 

• 
Now, we will apply Theorem 3 to t he proof of existence of solutions to the 

optimal control problems (1.10). The seminorm I·IV(fl) is defined by 

lvlhn) = l [grad v.grad v]d!l. (2.28) 

Now, we define 

(!+Be, v)v(n) = (.9', v)L2 (fl), 
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We have a:'(f!) = P0 (r!) = { v = constant E R 1 }, dil:l&'(f!) = 1. In our case 
we have considered the scalar product in V(r!) in the following form 

(v, z)v(n) := l [gradv.gradzjdf! + Po(v)p0 (z), (2.29) 

where Po(v) = v(f) (Here r is the line segment in the domain D). In the sequel 
we prove the equivalence of norms ((MO), 2°). Due to (2.28) there are positive 
constants Mo and M. such that 

Mollv11J-JI(!1) ~ !vl~ (n) + P6(v) ~ M.llvll~t(n) for all v E V(r!). (2.30) 

Moreover, we have an orthogonal decomposition V(r!) = O(f!) EEl a:'(f!). Set 
1JI(f!) = {v E V(r!) : pg(v) = 0}. Then one has O(f!) = ~(n). Indeed, let 
v E O(r!), then we have (v, o)v(n) = 0, for 0 E a:'(f!). Due to the Schwarz 
inequality, we obtain: J0 [grad v.grad z]dr! = 0 and consequently, Po(v)po(o) = 
0 for every o E a:'(f!). Hence, P&(v) = 0 and therefore v E ~(n). Conversely, 
let v E 1JI(r!), then Jn[gradv.gradojdf! = 0 yields (v,o)v(n) = 0 for every 

o E a:'(f!), and therefore v E O(f!). Here we have: O(f!) = HJ(r!). 
Next we denote by II1f/(!!) and II!ii(n) the projections in the sense of the 

scalar product(., .)v(n)· Then. from the estimate (2.30) we get 

IIII11'(!!)vll~cn) :::; constant11'!II11'(!1)vl~l(f1) = constant11'!v- II!?l(n)v!~~cn) 

= constant11'!vl~~(n) ' 

IIII!ii(n)vll~(!!) :::; MoiiP&~(n)vll~~co)· 

This means that we may write 

M. llvll~~cn) :::; llvll hn) = (IIII11'(n)vll~cn) + IIII&~(n)v ll~cn)) 
:::; (constant11'!vl~t(n) + MoiiP&~(n)vli~t(o)), 

which yields the left-hand side of ((Mo), 2°). Simultaneously, the right-hand 
side is obvious. 

Let us define 

where ([at)~ min(O, a) is the negative part of the member a. 
Then one has 

Dif.>(v, z) = 2 { ([v-])zdS. 
lan 

(2.31) 

This means that the conditions (Ml) are satisfied (we have ([a]-- [bt)(a-b) ~ 
t r , r . .. , ., • 
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Let the loading be ·represented by t he functional (1.2) (the virtual work of 
external loads). Assume that 

(L(Y),p)v(n) < 0 for all p E Po(n) \' {0}, p > 0. 

Then the condition (M3) is satisfied. 
Moreover, we have 

{ 

(d'(O')v,p)v(n) = a(O', v,p) = 0, 
(by (1.1) for all v E V(n), p E ~(n), tJ E U~(n)), 
d'(O')(v + p) = d'(O')v + d'( tJ)p = d'(O')v. 

Due to (1.3) and (1.1) we may write (Jfx;x; (v) = 8vf8xi, i = 1, 2) 

2 

(d'(O')(v- z), v- z)v(O) ~ KGconst (l)C L 1 [Jfx;x;(v- zWdn 
i=l 0 

= KGconst(l)clv- zlhn)• 

for any v, z E V(n) and for any 0' E U~(n), and 

!(d'(tln)v- d'(O')v , z)v(n)l = lin KG(O'n- tJ)[grad v.gradz]dnl 

~constant IIO'n- O'llc(n)llvllv(n)llzll v (n)· 

Moreover, we have 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

l(d'(O')v, w)v(n)- d'(tJ)z, w)v(n)l =I L KGO'(grad(v- z).gradw)dnl 

~ KGconst(2)cllv- zllv(n)llw ll v(O)· 

This means that 

{ 
IIA(O'n)v- d'(O')vllv •(n) ~ constant(IIO'n- O'llqn))llvllv(n), (

2
.
34

) 
lld'(O')vllv·(O) ~constant. 

The verification of the conditions (MO), (M1) and (M2), (A1) is now com
pleted. As a consequence of Lemma 4 this yields the existence and uniqueness 
of a solution u(e) of the state variational inequality (1.4) for any e E Uad(n). 

LEMMA 5 Any of the functionals {{1.5}, {1.6}} satisfies the assumption {2.10}. 

Proof. Let en E Uad(n), en -+ e strongly in U(n) and Vn -+ v weakly in V(n). 
By Rellich Theorem, Vn -+ v st rongly in L 2(n), so that 

~~DESIRED DEFLECT ION(., Vn)- ~DESIRED DEFLECTION(., v)l 
< C i(v,- Znr~) 2 - (v- Zad) 2 id!l ~ llvn + V- 2Zadi!L,(O)IIvn- vll£2 (0) 
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and so 

lim _2?DESIRED DEFLECTION(.,vn) = _2?DESIRED DEFLECTION(.,v). n-->oo 

Moreover, we may write (consider a fixed () E 0 *(!1) in (1.6)) 

_2?TOTAL REACTION (en, Vn) = _2?TOTAL REACTION ( e, Vn) + .An, 

where 

I.An l =I L[(KG((jn- (J)gradvn .gradB) - (Yn- .9')B]d!11 
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(2.35) 

;S; KGconstant [ll(jn- (jiiLoo(fl) llviiHl(fl) +llYn- YIILoo(fl)]-+ 0, (2.36) 

since the norms llvniiHl(fl) are bounded. 
We can conclude that 

lim _2?TOTAL REACTION(e, Vn) = _2?TOTAL REACTION(e, v). n-->oo 

Thus, due to (2.35) to (2.37), we arrive at 

lim _2?TOTAL REACTION(en, Vn) = _2?TOTAL REACTION(e, V). n-->oo 

(2.37) 

Next, on the basis of the Arzelli-Ascoli Theorem, the compactness of the sets 
U~(!1) and u;;;(n) follows in the space C(n) and (11~ 1 C(ni)). Then, Uad(!1) 
is compact in U(!1). 

Altogether, all assumptions of Theorem 3 are fulfilled by Lemmas 1 to 4. 
As a consequence each of the Optimal Control Problems (1.10) has at least one 
solution. 

3. Approximate optimal control 

In the following, we assume that the domain !1 has a polygonal boundary 8!1. 
Let us consider a regular family of triangularizations {SAn}' hn -t o+ of the 
domain n, which are consistent with the partitions: n = U~1 ni. We introduce 
the finite-dimensional space of piecewise linear functions P1 (i.e. all the finite 
elements of all the triangulation are affine-equivalent to a single reference finite 
element, there exists Bo > 0 such that()~ Bo and hn -+ 0+) 

and the following sets 

{ 

Vhn (!1) = JChJ!1) n V(!1) (each triangulation SAn will be associated 
with a finite-dimensional space of piecewise linear functions), 
u~,hJn) = u~(n) n JChJn), u;:;,hjn) = u;:;(n) n JChJn). 
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Assume that Yo E 9-Cho (n) for some triangulation .9;,0 • Hence, we have to 
assume that the triangulations !Y"h,. are consistent also with the boundaries 
ank, k = 1, 2, ... , M, which play a role in the definition of ut; h(n). Then we 
define ' 

and consider approximate control eh = (tJh,Yh)T E Uad,h(n). 
Here, with each triangulation !Y"h,. we also associate the following subset of 

vhJn) 

Jth,. (n) = {vh,. E VhJn) : vh,. (A ) 2': 0 for all nodes A E E}'; U Eh nan 

= E}'; U (Eh - E~)}, 

where Ei; denotes the set of all vertices of triangles T E !Y"h, T c ft, and 
E~ ={A E Eh,A (/.an}, Eh ={A En, A is a vertex ofT E .9;,}. 

We suppose that we are given a sequence {hn}nEN converging to zero and 
a family {VhJn)}h,. of closed subspaces of V(n). We are also given a family 
{Jti,Jn)}nEN of closed convex non-empty subsets of V(n) with Jt~,Jn) c 
Vh,. (n) for any hn such that {Jth,. (n)}nEN satisfies the following conditions 
(we introduce a concept of convergence in the sense of Glowinski): 

1° . If { Vh,. }h,. is such that Vh,. E Jt/.,. (n) for any hn and 
{vh,.}nEN is bounded in V(n), then the weak cluster 
points of {vh,.h,. belong to X(n). 

(M1)h 2°. There exists A(n ) c V(n), A(n) = X(n)and oh,. 
: A(n) ~ Jth,. (n) 
such that lim oh,. v = v strongly in V(n) 

h,.-+0 

for any v E A(O) . 

Now, we may define the following Approximate State Problem: Given any 

such that (A(tJhJuhJehJ, Vh,.- uhJehJ)v(fl) (3.2) 

{ 

eh,. = [tJh,.,Yh,.]T E Uad,h,. (n), find uhJehJ E Jt/,,.(0) 

2': (L(YhJ,vh,. -uh,.(eh,.))v(n) 
holds for all Vh,. E Jt/.,. (0). 

Finally, let us define the functionals 

{ 

jfDESIRED DEf'L ECTION,(h) (eh,. > Vh,.) 
= ifoESIRED DEFLECTION ( eh,. 1 Vh ,. ) 1 

.SfTOTAL REACTION , (h) (eh,. 1 Vh,.) = jfTOTAL REACT!ON(eh,. 1 Vh,.)· 
(3.3) 
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APPROXIMATE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS: Given a fixed triangulation 
fli., find 

{ 

eDES IRED DEFLECTION,(h) = Arg MinehEUad,h(f!) 
.ZDESIRED DEFLECTION ( ehn l Uh ( eh) ), 

eTOTAL REACTION,(h) = Arg MinehEUad,h(f!) 
.ZTOTAL REACTION,(R) ( eh l Uh ( eh) ), 

where uhJ ehJ is the solution of the Approximate State Problem (3.2). 

(3.4) 

THEOREM 4 The Approximate State Problem {3.2} has a unique solution uh(eh) 
for any eh E Uad,h(O) and any h sufficiently small. The Approximate Optimal 
Control Problem {3.4} has at least one solution for any cost functional {3. 3) and 
for any h sufficiently small. 

Proof. Let us verify the assumptions of Theorem 3, where we set: Uad(O) := 

Uad,h(O), e = eh, V(O) := Vh(O), Jeh(O) := £(0) (for any h > 0) and define 
A(O'h) : Vh(O)--. Vh'(O), .Z(.9'h)(= B.9'h): U{(O)--. Vh'(O) by the relations 

{ 

(J<1(0'h)vh,zh )V(fl) := a(O'h,vh,zh), 
and 

(L(.9'h) , vh)v(n) := fn .9'hvhd0. 

The set .;th(O) (0 E .;th(O)) is a closed and convex subset of £(0). 

(3.5) 

By virtue of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 the existence uh(eh) E .;th(O) follows. 
On the other hand the uniqueness can be proved in the same way as in Lemma 4 
and Theorem 2. 

Next we note that the cost functional 2-'oEsiREn DEFLECTION,(h) for fixed (h) 
satisfies the condition (2.10) (the proof is the same as for Lemma 5). Moreover, 
we may write 

.ZTOTAL REACTION,(h) ( eh,(n ) l Vh,(n)) = .ZTOTAL REACTION,(h) (eh, Vh,(n)) 

+ .J'4,(n), (3.6) 

where 

I.J'4 ,(n) I = ll KG( O'h, (n) - O'h)grad vh,(n} .grad thdO 

-l (.9'h,(n) - .9'h)Bhd01 

~canst (IIO'h,(n)- O'hi iLoo(fl} llvh,(n}llv(f!) + ll.9'h,(n)- .9'hi1Loo(fl)) 
--.o. 

Next, we obtain the following estimate 

I-ZToTAL REACTION,(h}(eh,vh,(n})- ifToTAL REACTION,(h}(eh,vh)l 

(3.7) 
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Then, due to (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) , we arrive at 

CONVERGENCE RESULTS 

In the following, we will study the convergence of finite elements approxi
mations when the mesh size tends to zero. To this end we establish the crucial 

LEMMA 6 Let ehn E Uad,h(O.), ehn -t e strongly in U(O.), as hn -t 0+. Then 
one has 

(3.9) 

Proof. Since .Jfi,n (0.) C X(O.) and X(O.) is weakly closed, the condition ((M1)h, 
1 °) is trivially satisfied. We shall use the following density result (Glowinski, 
1980): C=(n) n X(O.) = X(O.) . Then it is natural to take A(O.) = c=(ri) n 
X(O.). We define ohn : H 1(0.) n C0 (s1) -t VhJO.), by the relation (the linear 
interpolation operator) 

{ 
Ohn v E Vhn (0.) for any v E H 1(0.) n C0(0), 
Ohn v(Aj) = v(Aj ) for any Aj E I: h. 

As the angles of the triangles of .:Yh are uniformly bounded below by Oo as 
hn -t 0, then one has (Ciarlet, 1978; Glowinski, 1980) 

llohn v- vllv(n) ~ const.hnllviiH2(n) for any v E c=(fi) 

with constant independent of hn and v. 
This implies that 

lim llohn v- vllv(n) = 0 for any v E A(O.). 
n-+oo 

(3.10) 

On the other hand, it is obvious that 

so that 

Ohn v E .Jfi.n (0.) for any V E A(O.). 

In conclusion, with the above A(O. ) and ohn, the condition ((M1)h,2°) is 
satisfied. 

Substituting Vhn = 0 E .Jfi,n (0.) in the state inequality (3.2), we obtain the 
estimate 
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Then, in view of Lemma 3 we may write 

0 ~ KGconst(l),uluh,.(ehJiho)- (L(.9'hJ,uh,.(ehJ)v(O) 

~ Qdluh..(ehJIIv(O)- Q2 

so that 

lluh,. (eh,.)llv(O) ~constant(= (QI/Q2)), 

holds for all hn sufficiently small. 
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(3.11) 

As a consequence of (3.11), there exist U¢ E V(D) and a subsequence of 
{uhk(ehk)}keN such that 

uhk (eh.)-+ U¢ weakly in V(D). (3.12) 

So, (3.12) means that U¢ E X(D). 
We have the following relation (due to (M1)h, (3.10), (3.5) and the weak 

convergence (3.12)) 

I (L(.9'hk ), ohk v - uhk ( ehk) )v(o) - (£(.9'), v - U¢ )v(O) I 

= lln[.9'hk(ohkv- uhk(ehk))- .9'(v- U¢)]dnl 

~lin (.9'hk- .9')(ohkv- uhk(ehk))dnl 

+ lin .9'[ ( o hk v - uhk ( ehk ) ) - ( U¢ - v)] dD I 
~constant ll.9'hk - .9'11Loo(o)llohk v- Uhk (ehk )11£2(0) 

+ IIYIIL2(o)llohkv- vll£2(0) +lin .9'(u¢- uhk(ehk))dDI-+ 0 (3.13) 

Let us substitute Vhk = 2uhk ( eh.) in the state inequality (3.2) and pass to 
liminfk-><"' with hk-+ 0+. The functional v-+ (.!d(O')v,v)v(o) is weakly lower 
semicontinuous, being convex and differentiable. Thus we see that 

lim inf (Jd'( O')uhk ( ehk ), Uhk ( ehk ))v(O) ~ (Jd'( O')u¢, U¢ )v(o). (3.14) 
k--+oo 

Making use of (3.11) and (2.34), we derive that 

I (A( O'hk )uhk ( ehk ), uhk ( ehk ))v(o) - (Jd'( O')uhk ( ehk ), uhk ( ehk ))v(O) I 

~ IIA(O'h.)uhk(ehk)- Jd'(O')uhk(ehk)llv•(o)lluhk(eh.)llv(o) 

~ const IIA(O'hk)- Jd'(O')IIL(V(O),V•(O))IIuhk(ehk)llho)-+ 0. (3.15) 

Therefore 

lim inf (Jd'( O'hk )uhk ( ehk ), uhk ( ehk )) V(O) 
k--+oo 

= lim inf( (Jd'( O')uhk ( ehk ), Uhk ( ehk) )v(O) 
k--+oo 

+[ (Jd'( O'hk )uhk ( ehk ), Uhk ( ehk ))v(o) - (Jd'( O')uhk ( ehk ), uhk ( ehk) )v(o)]) 
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follows from (3.14) and (3.15) . 
Further, by virtue of (3.15), (2.34) and (3.11), (3.12) we may write (for fixed 

o E V(f!)) 

l([d( O'hk)uhk(ehk)- d(O')uo],o)v(n)l :5 l([d(O'hk)uhk(ehk) 

- d( O')uhk ( ehk )], o)v(n) I 
+ l([d(O')uhk (ehk)- d (O')uo ], o )v(o)l 

:5 II A( O'hk )uhk ( ehJ - d( O')uhk ( ehk )llv· (!1) llollv(n) 

+ l([d(O')uhk(ehk) - d (O')uo], o )v(n)l ~ 0. 

From this, we conclude that 

{ 

A(O'hk)uhk(ehk) ~ d(O')uo weakly in V*(f!), 
when 

uhk ( ehk) ~ uo weakly in V(f!). 
(3.17) 

Thus, one obtains (coming back to the variational inequality (3.2), inserting 
vhk = ohk v and passing to limes inferior or limes superior with hk ~ 0+) 

- (d( O')uo, uo )v(n) ~ lim sup(d( O'hk )uhk ( ehk ), -uhk ( ehk) )v(n) 
k->oo 

~ lim sup( ( -d( O'hk )uhk ( ehk) , ohk v) v(n) 
k->oo 

+ (L(Yhk ), ohk v- uhk (ehk ))v(n)) 

for all v E X(f!). 
Here, by virtue of (3.11) and ((M1)h, 2°) we have 

I (d( O'hk )uhk ( ehk ), ohk v - v)v(n) I 
;:::; const lluhk(ehk) llv(n)llohkv- vllv(n) ~ 0 

for hk ~ o+. 
Further, due to (3.19) and (3.17), we deduce that 

I (d( O'hk )uhk ( ehk ), ""k v)v(n) - (d( O')uo, v)v(n) I 
:5 l(d(O'hk)uhk(ehJ,ohkv - v)v(n)l 

+ l(d( O'hk)uhk(ehk),v )v(n)- (d( O')uo,v)v(n)l ~ 0. 

Finally, making use of (3. 18), (3.20) and (3.13), we arrive at 

-(d(O')uo, uo)v(n) ~- (d(O')uo, v)v(n) + (L(Y) , v- uo)v(fl)· 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

Thus, uo is a solution of the inequality (1.4). From the uniqueness of u(e) 
we conclude that uo = u( e) and the whole sequence { uh,.( ehJ }nEN tends to 
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It remains to prove the strong convergence. Since Jt/,(n) is a convex cone 
with a vertex at the origin, we may insert Vhn := 0 and Vhn := 2uhn ( ehn) in 
(3.2) to obtain 

(d'(O'hJuhJehJ, uhJehJ)v(n) = (L(YhJ, uhJehJ)v(!1)· (3.21) 

Next, according to (3.21) and (3.12), (3.13), we have 

lim (d'( t?\Ju,.Je,.J , u,...(e,.J)v(!1) = (L(Y'), u(e))v(!1) 
n-+oo 

= (d'( O')u(e), u(e))v(!1)· 

On the other hand, taking into account (3.15), we get 

lim (d'( O')uhn (ehJ, Uhn (e,.J)v(!1) = (d'( O')u(e), u(e))v(!1)· (3.22) 
n-+oo 

Further, using (3.22) and (1.3), we arrive at 

lim a( O' , u,...(e,.J, u,...(e,.J) = lim (d'( O')uh..(e,.J, u,...(e,.J)v(!1) 
n~~ n~oo 

= (d'(O')u(e),u(e))v(!1) = a(O',u(e),u(e)). (3.23) 

On the other hand, we have 

= lim a( O', u,...(ehJ, uh..(e,.J)- 2a( O', u,.Je,.n), u(e)) 
n-+oo 

+a( O', u(e), u(e))] = 0, 

(due to (3 .23) and (3.12)). Hence, from (2.33) we conclude that lu,...(e,.J -
u(e)!v(!1)-+ 0, for hn-+ 0+, which in turn (taking into account (3.12)) implies 
that u,.Je,.J -+ u(e) strongly in V(n). 

LEMMA 7 Let ehn E Uad,h(n), ehn -+ e strongly in U(n) as hn -+ 0+. Then, 
we have 

lim 2'-'DESIRED DEFLECTION,(h) ( ehn l Uhn ( ehn)) 
n-+oo 

= 2'-'DESIRED DEFLECTIO N ( e, u( e)) 

and 

Proof. It is clear that 

lifDESIRED DEFLECTION, (h) ( Chn l Uhn ( ehn)) 

- 2'DESIRED DEFLECTION ( e, u( e)) I 

= il ((u,...(e,.J- Zad) 2
- (u(e)- Zad) 2 )dnl 
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For the second cost functional, we have 

where 

lifTOTAL REACTION,(h)(ehnl UhJehJ)- _SfTOTAL REACTION(e, u(e))l 

~ lifTOTAL REACTION,(h) ( ehn l UhJehJ) - _SfTOTAL REACTION(ehn l u(e))l 

+lifTOTAL REACTION,(h)(ehnl u(e))- _SfTOTAL REACTION(e, u(e))l = Ql +Q2, 

Ql ~ IKG(O'hngrad (uhJehn)- u(e)), grad B)L2 (n)l 

~ constantlluhJehJ- u (e)llv(n) ---+ 0. 

Next, we also have 

Q2 ~ IKG((ohn- O')gradu(e),grad B)L2 (n)l + 1(.9'- .9'hn' B)L2 (n)l 

~constant (110'- O'hJILoo(n)llu(e)llv(n)IIBIIv(O) 

+ 11.9'- .9'hniiLoo(n)IIBIIv(n))---+ 0, 

so that 

= _SfTOTAL REACTION(e, u(e)). • 
LEMMA 8 For any e E [0', .9']T E Uad(f2) and any sequence {hn}nEN, hn---+ 0+ 
there exists a sequence { ehn }nEN such that ehn = [ O'hn, .9'hnjT E Uad,h (f2) and 

- M -
ehn ---+ e strongly in U(f2) = C(f2) X (Il=l C(f2i)). 

Proof. Let llhn 0' denote the Lagrange linear interpolate of 0' over the triangula
tion !}hn. Since 0' E Wc!,(f2), t he interpolation theory (Ciarlet, 1978; Glowinski, 
1980) yields 

Obviously, const(l)tY ~ IThnO' ~ const(2)u everywhere. For any straight-line 
segment PQ E T parallel to the Xi-axis and any triangle T C f!/hn we have 

I8IThnO'f8xil = (1/L)IO'(Q)- O'(P)I ~ (1/L) LQ l80'j8xildxi 

~ const(x;),tY• 
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On the other hand, analogous arguments as in Lemma 13 hold for IIh,.9'. 
Thus, setting eh, = [IIh,. tJ, IIh, .9']T, we fulfil the conditions of the lemma. • 

THEOREM 5 Let {e(•),h,.}neN, n --. oo {or hn --. 0+) be a sequence of solu
tions to the Approximate Optimal Control Problem {3.4). Then, a subsequence 
{ e(•),h,.k heN C { e(•),h,. }nEN exists, such that 

{ 
e(•),h,.k --. e(•) strongly in U(n)(= C(f!) x (f1~ 1 C(ni))), (3.24) 
uh,k (e(•),h,J--. u(e(•)) strongly in V(n), 

where e(•) is a solution of the Optimal Control Problem {1.10}. The limit of 
each subsequence of { e(•),h,. }neN, converging in U(n) is a solution of the latter 
problem and an analogue of {{3.24} , 2°) holds. 

Proof. Since Uad,h(n) C Uad(n) is compact in U(n), there exists a subsequence 
{e( •),h,.)keN, k--. oo, such that ((3.24), 1°) holds. Let us consider an e E 
Uad(n). In view of Lemma 8, there exists a sequence of {eh0 }oeN, eho E 
Uad,ho(n), such that eho--. e strongly in U(n), as h0 --. 0+. By definition, we 
have 

ifh0 (e(•),h0 ,Uh0 (e( •),ho)) :S ifh0 (eh 0 ,Uh0 (eh 0 )). 

Let us pass to the limit with h0 --. 0+ and apply Lemma 7 to both sides of 
this inequality. We arrive at 

2(e(*),u(e(•))):::; if(e,u(e)), 

so that e(•) is a solution of the original Optimal Control Problem. Next, by 
virtue of Lemma 6, we obtain ((3.24), 2°). The previous line of thought may be 
repeated for any uniformly convergent subsequence of { e(•),h,. }neN. • 

4. Reliable solution of a vibrating pseudoplate 

We consider the state problem connected with an unilateral eigenvalue problem. 
Our problem is to find among all admissible thicknesses of the pseudoplate an 
extreme one. This can be done by considering a functional/criterion defined on 
the set of all admissible thicknesses of the pseudoplate and reducing the problem 
to the minimization of this functional criterion. The volume of the pseudoplate 
is constant and the thickness of the pseudoplate is bounded. 

Let n c JR2 be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary an, where the 
boundary an be decomposed as follows: 

an = anDISPLACEMENT U anCONTACT1 

Where anDISPLACE MENT and anCONTACT are Open, non-empty and nOn-OVer
lapping parts. On anDISPLACEMENT a homogene kinematic condition is pre
scribed, whereas on ancoNTAcT the pseudoplate is subject to a contact with 
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Let us assume free vibrations of a thin homogeneous isotropic pseudoplate 
of the shear model. The displacement function w = w([x1, x2], t) is a solution 
of the hyperbolic equation 

ptJ(x1, x2)82wjat2 - div (KGO'(x1, x2)grad w) = 0, 

( 4.1) 

where p is the density, 2tJ(xl, x2) is the variable thickness of the pseudoplate. 
It is reasonable to suspect that it may be possible to express the displacement 
w = w([x1, x2], t) as the product of two functions, one involving only the space 
coordinates [x1, x2] an the other involving the variable time. This equality may 
be written 

w([x1,x2], t) = u(x1,x2)T(t). (4.2) 

Then, substituting ( 4.2) into ( 4.1), one can readily show that 

(T(t)j p)tJ(x1, x2)[-div (KGtJ(x1. x2)grad u(x1, x2))] 

= u(x1. x2)82T(t)jat2. (4.3) 

Next dividing each side of equation (4.3) by the product u(x1,x2)T(t), we 
obtain 

(1/ p)tJ(xi. x2)[ -div (KGtJ(xi. x2)grad u(x1, x2))]ju(x1. x2) 

= -(a2T(t)jat2)jat2)T(t)jT(t). (4.4) 

Thus, from the left-hand side of equation ( 4.4), we obtain, after some rear
ranging 

-div(KGtJ(xi.x2)gradu(x1,x2))- w2ptJ(x1,x2)u(x1,x2) = 0. (4.5) 

This is a homogeneous partial differential equation involving the mode shape 
expression u(x1 , x2), the pseudoplate properties, and the circular frequency of 
oscillation w. 

Moreover, by setting>. = w2 , we obtain the following eigenvalue problem for 
the pseudoplate 

{ 

-div(KGtJ(xl, X2)grad u(x1 , x2)) = ..\ptJ(x1, x2)u(x1, X2), [xi. X2] E !1, 
.AV = 0 On [}f!DISPLACEMENT> 

.AoV ~ 0 On anCO NTACT· 

We introduce a variational formulation of the eigenvalue problem. To this 
end we introduce the set (the mode shape) 

V(f!) := {v E H 1(!1): .Aov = 0 a.e. on anDISPLACEMENT} 

and 
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The set of admissible states contains the functions from the space V(D) 
non-negative On anCONTACT 

£(!1) := {v E V(n): Atov ~ 0 a.e. on anCONTACT} ( 4.6) 

The operators .91(0) : V(D) -+ V*(D), B(C) : V(D) -+ V*(D) are defined 
by the relations 

{ 
(Jli(C)v,z)v(n) := J0 KGCgradv.gradzdD, 
(B( C)v, z)v(n) := fn pCvzdD, for any v, z E V(D). 

(4.7) 

Moreover, the operator ~(.) is compact on the Hilbert space V(D). In
deed, we may prolong the bilinear form ((4.7), 2°) on the space .Ji'(D) (= 
L2(D) x £ 2(!1)). Thus we get the prolonged operator~.* : .Ji'(n) -+ £'*(!1). 
Hence, one has ~ = iT.~ &·i, where i is the injection V(D) -+ .Ji'(n) and 

iT: £'*(!1)-+ V*(D) and these injections are compact. 
The vibration of the pseudoplate is described by the eigenvalue variational 

inequality 

l 
Find a couple 
[u(C),-X. (~)] E {£(!1) \ {0}} x JR,u(C) # 0 
(the eigensolutions) such that ( 4.8) 
(Jli(O')u(O'), v- u(O'))v(n) ~ -X . (O')(~(O')u(C), v- u(C))£(0), 
for all v E £(!1). 

where -X. (O') is the smallest or first eigenvalue in (4.8). 
We will consider the state (eigenvalue) problem ( 4.8) with some uncertain 

input data. It may happen that the thickness C(x1,x2) is uncertain, i.e. this is 
not given uniquely, but the only available information is that it belong to some 
given set %'ad(D). 

Let n be decomposed into N disjoint subdomains, i.e. 

N 

n = U :£k, :£k n .21 = 0 if k # t, 
k=l 

and let 

%'ad(n) = {0' E Loo(n): 0 < {j'MIN::; (j ::; (jMAXl O'lzk E c(O),l(f£k), 

k=1 ,2, . .. ,N, 

11 0' - O'oiiLoo(ll) :S constl(O)> ll80'j8xiiiLoo(fl) :S const2(0)• i = 1, 2}, 

where O'o is a given function such that O'olzk E C(o),l(f£k), II8Cof8xiiiLoo (fl) :S 
const2(0), i = 1, 2 and [ O'MrN, (jMAx, const1(o), const2(0)] are given constants. 
Note that any 0' E Uad(D) is a piecewise Lipschitz function, which does not 
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Moreover, we introduce the set 

N 

o/L' (O) = (Jl C( 2' k) ). 
k-1 

J. LOViSEK 

We shall employ a method of reliable solution , which consists of t he following 
main steps 

{ 

1°. choose a functional criterion [ 0', u] -t W ( 0', u), 
2°. solve the minimization problem : 
0'. = Arg Min w( O', u) , 

CEuad(!1) 

( 4.9) 

where u( 0') denotes the (unique) solution of t he eigenvalue variational inequality 
( 4.8) for the input data 0' (the t hickness of the pseudoplate) . The choice of the 
criterion W depends on the technical demands. For instance, in our case W 
represents the fundamental eigenfrequency of the pseudoplate. Thus, we can 
define 

w( O', u( O')) = -\. (0'), 0' E o/L'ad(O). (4.10) 

EXISTENCE OF A RELIABLE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM WITH UNCERTAIN 

DATA NOTATIONS AND PREPARATORY RESULTS 

Let V(O) or £(0) be the real Hilbert spaces with norms ll·llv(n) (or 
11·11&(!1)) and dual V*(O) (or £ *(0)) , also denoted by 11 ., ·llv· (O) (or 11 ·11 & · (!1)) , 
and (. , .)v(n) (or (., .)&(n)) denoting the pairing between V*(O) and V(O) (or 
£ *(0) and £(0)). 

The space V(O) is densely and compactly embedded in £(0) and llvll&(!'l) 
:::; Mllvllv(n) for all v E V(O). 

Let a set o/L'ad(O) c o/£(0) of admissible data be given, where o/£(0) is a Ba
nach space. Moreover, o/L'ad(O) is a compact subset of o/£(0) . Let 
{.a1(o)}oE"Uad(!1) and {,qg(o)}oE"Uad(!'l) be t he families of linear continuous op
erators .a1(o) E L(V(O) , V*(O)) and ,qg(o) E L(£(0) , £ *(0)) satisfying the 
following properties 

and 

2°. On -t 0 st rongly in o/L' ( 0) ::::} .a1 (On )v -t .a1 ( 0 )v 
(H.a1) strongly in V*(O) as n -too, 

1
1°. {.a1(o)}oe"Uad(!1) C Av(n)(a.as',M.as'), 

(H,qg) 

3° . (.a1(o )v, z)v(n) = (.a1(o)z, v)v(O) for all o E o/L'ad(O), 
v, z E V(O), 

I 
1°. {,qg(o )}oEUad(!'l) C A.Yt'(O)(a&~ , M&~ ) , 
2°. On-to st rongly in U(O) ::::> ,qg(on)v -t ,qg(o)v 
strongly in £ *(0) as n -too, 
3° . (,qg(o )v , z)&(!'l ) = (,qg(o) z, v)&(!'l) for all o E o/L'ad(O) , 
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where for a Banach space 'YP(O) and two positive constants [MA, MB] such that 
0 < MA < MB, we denote by AYI'(n)(a, M) the set of all operators A: 'YP(O) --t 

'YP'* (0) for which the inequalities 

{ 
M""llv- wll~(n) ::; (Av - Aw, v- w)YI'(fl)• 
II Av - Aw ll1f'•(n) ::; MBIIv- wiiYI'(fl) 

are valid. 

(4.11) 

Let X(O) C V(O) be a closed convex cone with a vertex zero, X(O) "I {0}. 
We shall deal with the minimization problem 

{ 

A(•)(o) = Min ((.0"(o)v,v)v(n)/($(o)v,v)&(n)) 
vE£(!1) 

v;o\0 

= ( (.0"( o)u( o), u( o))v(n)/ ($( o)u( o), u( o))&(n))· 
(4.12) 

Further, we have (due to the existence theorem, see Miersemann, 1981; 
Myslinski, Sokolowski, 1985) 

1°. For every o E aa'ad(O) there exists a solution [A. (o),u(o)] 
(the state) of the problem (4.12). 

2°. The set of elements { u( On)}neN minimizing the functional ( 4.12) 
belongs to {£(0)/{0} }. 

3° . A(•) ( o) is the least positive number with a nontrivial solution u( tf) 
of the variational inequality. 

{ 

[.A(•)(o),u(o)] E ~ x {X(0)/{0}}, u(o) "I 0, 
(d'(o)u(o),v -u(o))v(n) 
~ A. (o)($(o)u(o), v- u(o))&(n) (4·13) 
for all v E {£(0)/{0} . 

4°. The variational inequality (4.13) is equivalent to the following inequal
ity: 

{ 

(d'(o)u(o), v)v(n) ~ A(•)(o)($(o)u(o), v)&(fl) for all 
v E {X(0)/{0} 
and the following equality for v = u(o) (4·14) 
(d'(o)u(o), u(o))v(n) = A(•) (o)($(o)u(o), u(o))&(fl)· 

Define a goal criterion-functional as 

( 4.15) 

The MINIMIZATION PROBLEM consists in finding a function o. , such that 

lll(o. ) = Inf w(o). 
oE'Pt'ad(fl) 

(4.16) 

The problem (4.16) means minimization on aa'ad(O) of the first eigenvalue 
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THEOREM 6 The minimization problem (4.16) has a solution. 

Proof. Let {On} be a sequence such that 

{ 
On E '2rad(O), 
lim lll(on) = In£ lll(o) or lll(on) --+ lll(o.). 

n-+oo oE%'ad(!1) n-+oo 

On the other hand, we may find a subsequence { Onk hEN such that 

Onk --+ o. strongly in %'(0) 

( 4.17) 

(4.18) 

The set of elements (and eigenfunctions) { u( Onk)} kEN minimizing the func
tional (4.12) has the form {X(0)/{0}} and A(•)(Onk) is the smallest positive 
number with a nontrivial solution of a state variational inequality ( 4.13) or, 
equivalently, (4.14). 

Let us denote 

O(o) = (u(o)/(.96'(o)u(o), u(o))~~n)). (4.19) 

Then, by virtue of (4.14), we may write 

( 4.20) 

On the other hand, taking the assumptions ((H .flf), 1 °) and ((H .96'), 1 °) and 
relation (4.12) we get the upper estimate 

A(•)(o)::; ((.flf(o)v,v)v(n)/(.96'(o)v,v)v(n)) 

::; (MW"IIvll~(n)/a~ll vll~nn)), 

for all o E '2rad(O), v E {X(0)/{0}}. 
Then taking into account the uniform coercivity of {.flf(o)}, we have bound

edness of the sequence {O( on)}nEN in the space V(O). This means that there 
exists a subsequence {>.(•)(Onk)}kEN and the elements 0 E {X(0)/{0}} and 
~ E lR such that 

{ 

A(•) ( Onk) --+ ~ in lR, 
B(onk)--+ B weakly in V(O) 
or 
B(onk)--+ B strongly in £(0). 

Notice that the function 0 -:f. 0 as a consequence of the relation 

The equality ( 4.22) follows from the facts 

ll.96'(on)Vn- .96'(o)vll£•(!1) :5 M~llvn- vll£(!1) 

(4.21) 
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for n -too and for Vn -tv strongly in £(!1). 
Further, due to the assumptions ((H$") , 2°,3°) and by (4.21), one has 

lim (.sd(onk)O(onk),w)v(n) 
k->oo 

= lim (.sd(onk)w, O(onJ)v(n) = (.sd(o)w, O)v(n) 
k-> oo 

= (.sd(o)O, w)v(n), 

as On --* o strongly in 'P/(!1) , wE V(D). 
Thus, in view of (4.18) and (4.23), we may write 

.sd(onk)O(onk)--* .sd(o.)O weakly in V*(n). 

Moreover, by virtue of ((H $"), 1 °), we obtain 

(.sd(onk)(;l(onk)- .sd(onk)O,O(onk) - O)v(n) 2:0. 

( 4.23) 

(4.24) 

Hence, passing to the limit, the following relation holds (taking into account 
((H.sd), 2°) and (4.21), (4.24)) 

2 lim (.sd(onk)(;l(onk),O)v(n) ~ liminf(.sd(onk)(;l(onk),e(onk))v(n) 
k->oo k->oo 

Consequently 

(4.25) 

Here, from (4.25), (4.19) and the assumptions ((H.rd),2°), ((HgjJ),2°) we 
conclude 

(.rd(o. )O, O)v(ll) ~ liminf(.rd(onk)(;l(onk), O(onk))v(ll) 
k-> oo 

= lim inf( (.rd( Onk )u( Onk ), u( OnJ )v(rl)/ (gjJ( Onk )u( Onk), u( Onk)) £(!1)) 
k->oo 

~ lim ((.rd(onk)v,v)v(n)/(gj](onk)v,v)£(!1)) 
k->oo 

= (.rd(o . )v, v)v(n)/(gj](o . )v, v)£(!1), (4.26) 

for all v E {£(!1) \ {0} }. 
Moreover, due to the variational equality ((4.14),2°) the relation (4.22), 

(4.12) and the estimate (4.26), we have 

( 4.27) 

where~ is the smallest eigenvalue of (4.14) foro . E 'Ptad(!l) , i.e. ~ = ~(o . ) and 
e = O(o. ) is the corresponding eigenvec,tor. We show that ~(o. ) is the smallest 
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0 0 0 

This means that there exists 0 E {£(!2)/ {0}} satisfying (.91( o. ) 0, 0)£(0) = 1 
such that 

0 0 A A A 

(.rd(o.) 0, O)v(o) < (.cd(o . )O, O) v(o) = >.(o.). 

By virtue of ((HJ.1) , 2°, (H£11),2°), we may write 

0 0 0 0 

lim (81(on)0,0)£(fl) = (81(o.)0,0)£(fl) = 1, 
n->oo 

0 0 0 0 

lim (.rd(on) 0, O)v(fl) = (.rd(o ,, ) 0, O)v(fl)· 
n->oo 

Then taking into account the relation (4.12), we obtain the estimate 

A(•)(On) = (.cd(on)O(on),O(on))v(O) 

( 4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

Hence (passing to the limit in (4.30), due to (4.21), (4.27) and (4.29)), we 
get that 

.... "' ... 0 0 

>.(o. ) = (.cd(o. )O, O)v(O) ~ (.rd(o.) 0, O)v(o)· 

This implies the contradiction with respect to the estimate ( 4.28). We con
clude: >.(•)(o. ) = 5.(o. ) and O(o.) = B(o. ). 

In view of ((H.cd), 1°) and (4.18) we may write 

a.rd'IIO(on)- O(o.)ll~(fl ) 
~ (.rd(on)(B(on)- B(o. )), B(on)- O(o.))v(O)· (4.31) 

Moreover, due to (4.20), (4.21) , (4 .24) and ((H.rd),2°), (4.31), we get 

nl~~ a.rd'IIO(on)- B(o. ) ll~(fl) 

~ lim (.cd(on)(B(on)- B(o.)), B(on)- B(o. ))v(O) 
n->oo 

= lim { (.rd(on)B(on), B(on))v(fl)- 2(.rd(on)B(on), B(o. ))v(fl) 
n->oo 

+ (.cd(on)O(o. ), B(o.))v (n)} = [>.(•)(o.)- 2,\(•)(o. ) + >.(•)(o. )] = 0. 

Hence, we conclude 

B(on)--+ B(o. ) strongly in V(r!). 

Further, we have the relat ion (in view of ((4.21), 1°)) 

>.(•)(on) -t >.(•)(o. ). 

( 4.32) 

(4.33) 

Thus, taking into consideration (4.17), (4.18), (4.20) and (4.27), (4.32), 
(4.33), we arrive at 

'll(o. ) = ArgMin 'll(o) , 
OE"lt'ad(fl) 
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Let us apply Theorem 6 to prove the existence of a solution of the eigenvalue 
problem ( 4.9) with respect to uncertain data. 

LEMMA 9 The set X(n) defined in (4.6} is a non-empty, closed and convex 
subset of V(n). 

Proof. Since 0 E X(n) (actually, HJ(n) c X(n)), the set X(n) is non
empty. The convexity of X(n) is obvious. Moreover, if { vn}nEN C X(n) and 
Vn -t v strongly in H 1 (n), then one has Atovn -t Atov, since Ato : V(n) -t 

L2(8ncoNTAcT) is continuous. On the other hand, Vn E X(n), which means 
that AloVn ;::: 0 a.e. on anCONTACT· Therefore, Atov ;::: 0 a.e. on ancoNTACT· 
Hence, v E X(n), which shows that X(n) is closed . 

LEMMA 10 The family of operators { J<l( tTn) }nEN and { 86'( tTn )}nEN, satisfies 
tJ n E %'ad ( n) the assumptions ( H J<l) and ( H 86'). 

Proof. It is readily seen that (by ( 4. 7)) 

(J<I( tT , v, v)v(o) ;::: KGtTMlN fo1grad vl 2dn 

;::: KG O'M INconstF llvllho), (4.34) 

holds for all v E V(n), since we can employ the Fiedrichs-Poincare inequality. 
Then, by virtue of (4.34), we may write 

(J<I( O')v, v)v(o);::: const.llvllt(o)' 

for all 0' E UZ!ad(n), v E V(n). 
Next, we have 

I(J<I( tT)v, w)v(o)- (.fli(O')z, w)v(rl)l 

= ll (KGO'grad (v- z).grad w)dnl 

~ KGO'MAxllv- zllv(o)llwllv(O)· (4.35) 

As a consequence, the assumptions ((H J<l), 1°, 3°) are satisfied. To verify 
((H .fll), 2°), we write 

I(J<I( O'n)v- J<I(O')v,w)v(o)l ~ ll KG(tJn- O')gradv.grad wdnl 

~ KGI\O'n- tJIILoo(r!JIIvl\v(r!JIIwl\v(r!)· (4.36) 

Hence, one has 

ll.fli(O'n)v- J<I(O')vl\v•(r!) ~ KGIIO'n- t111Loo(r!)llvl\v(!1) -t 0, 

as O'n -t 0' strongly in Loo(n). 
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LEMMA 11 Let (Jn E %'ad(n), On -t (J strongly in%' (n). Then, we have 

w( tJn,u(tJn)) -t w(tJ,u(tJ)) as n -t 00. ( 4.37) 

Proof. In view of Lemma 10 and Theorem 6, we may write 

{ 
>.(•) (On) -t A(•) ( tJ) in ~' 
u(tJn) -t u(tJ) strongly in V(n). 

As a consequence, ( 4.37) follows. • 
THEOREM 7 The minimization problem (4.9) has at least one solution. 

Proof. The functional criterion J( tJ) = w( tJ, u(tJ)) is continuous on the set 
%'ad(n) by virtue of Lemma 11. Since the set %'ad(n) is compact in %'(n), 
there exists a minimizer tJ. in %'ad(n). 

5. Finite elements approximation of an eigenvalue prob
lem 

The reliable solution (alias worst scenario method) of the eigenvalue problem 
have to be solved approximately. To this end, we propose to employ the sim
plest kind of finite elements, namely piecewise linear functions over triangula
tions. We restrict ourselves to particular domains, namely we suppose that n 
is polygonal. By !Ji. we denote a triangulation of n which consists of a finite 
number of closed triangles T. 

Here we use again the finite element space Vh(n) = V(n) n Jf(n) and 
%'ad,(h)(n) = %'ad, (n) n Jfh(n), respectively. Hence, we have to assume that 
the triangulations 5h are consistent with t he boundaries 82'k, k = 1, 2, ... , N, 
which play role in definit ion of %'ad(n) . As with the partit ion of the boundary 
an = anDJSPLACEMENT U anCONTACT ' i.e. the llUmber Of pointS 
anD!SPLACEMENT n anCONTACT iS finite and every point Of thiS kind COincideS 
with a node of 5h. 

Thus, we may write 

N(h) 

8ncoNTACT = u -:A-j--1--,A,.-j 
j=1 

Then, the set Jfh(n) is defined by 

Jth(n) = { vh E Vh(n): vh(Ai) 2': 0 for all nodes A such that 

N(h} 

an coNTACT = U ...,A,.....j-- -1 A-,-j 
j=1 

- ) 
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Moreover , instead of the criterion IV we introduce 

We solve the following APPROXIMATE MINIMIZATION PROBLEM. F ind 

tl• (h) = ArgMin w(h)( o'h,u( tlh)) 
OnEUad ,(h} (0) 

293 

(5.1) 

where [uh( tlh) , A•(h) ( tlh)] E {Jti,(f2) \ {0}} x lR denotes the eigensolution ofTHE 
APPROXIMATE STATE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 

(.sd( tlh)uh(tlh), vh- uh( tlh))v(o) 

2:': A• (h)( tlh)(~( tlh)uh( tl,),v,- u,( tlh))£ (0) 1 (5.2) 

for all vh E {Jti,(f2) \ {0} }. 
Thus, a couple of the eigensolutions solving the finite dimensional minimiza

tion problem is 

A•(h) ( tlh) = Min ( (.0'( Oh)vh, vh)v(o)/ (~( tlh)vh, vh) £(0)) 
vnE{Xn(0)\{0}} 

= ( (.0'( tlh)uh ( tlh), u, ( tJ,))v(o)/ (~( Oh)uh ( tJ,) , Uh ( tlh)) £(o)). (5.3) 

On the other hand, the approximate minimization problem (5.1), taking into 
account (5.3) , is characterized by the relation 

A*(") ( tl• (h)) = Min A•(h) ( tlh) 
UnE"llad ,(h}(O) 

= Min Min ((.sd( tl,)v,,v,)v(o) 
uh E"llad,(h )(O) VJ. E{ X h(0)\{0}} 

/ (~( O,)vh, v,)£(0)) · (5.4) 

LEMMA 12 The eigenvalue problem (5.2} has a unique solution 
[u,(O,) , A•(h)( tl,)] for any h sufficiently small. The approximate minimization 
problem (5.1} has at least one solution for any h sufficiently small. 

Proof. The existence of the approximate minimizer {j* (h) in O&'ad(h) (f2) and the 
corresponding couples [uh( (j• (h)),A*(h)( (j* (h))] E {Jti,(f2) \ {0}} x lR is assured 
due to Theorem 7. • 

LEMMA 13 For any tJ E %'ad(f2) and any sequence {hn}nEN, hn --+ 0+ there 
exists a sequence such that { O', n }nEN E O&'ad ,(h) (f2) and O',.n --+ (j strongly in 

u(s-2) (= (IJ:=l C(2'k))) . 

Proof. Let us consider the restriction (jk = 0'12'k of any {j E %'ad(f2) and define: 
O'hn = rrhn O'En' where rr,n is the linear Lagrange interpolant over f/h and 
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We have 

II80'E:n f8xd!L 00 (.2"k) ~ enll80'o/8xd!L00 (f!) + (1- en)ll80'k/8xiiiLoo(f!) 
~ const2(u), i = 1, 2,, (5.5) 

by definition of %'ad(O) and O'o. Since 

II O'E:n i1Loo(2"k) ~ eniiO'o ii Loo (f!) + (1- en)IIO'kliLoo(f!) 

~MAX {II O'oiiLoo(f!), II O'k liLoo(O)} = const(3)• 

holds, we obtain for all en 

II O'E:n IIH.;,(:z-k) ~ const(3) + 2constl (U) = const(4). 

Then, taking into account the estimate 

we may write 

if 

II O'itn- O'o i1Loo(2"k) ~ IIITh O'E:n- O'E:niiLoo(f!) + IIO'E:n- O'o iiLoo(f!) 

~ Mconst(4)hn + (1- en)IIO'k- O'o iiLoo(f!) 

~ Mconst(4)hn + (1- en) constl(U) ~ constl(U)• (5.6) 

(5.7) 

Further, let PQ C T C fl' k be a straight-line segment of the length L, 
parallel to the Xi-axis. Then one has 

!8IT,. O'E:n /8xd =IL-l LQ(80'E:nf8xi)dxd ~ L-1 LQ I80'E:nf8xi ldxi 

~ const2(u), 

following from (5.5), so that 

ll80',.nf8xd1Loo(2"k) ~ const2(U)· 

Thus, we have 

II O'hn- O'o iiLoo(2"k) ~ urr,.n (jE:n- O'E:n IILoo(f!) + II O'E:n - O'k iiLoo(f!) 

~ Mconst(4)hn + enlltlo- O'k i!Loo(f!) 

~ Mconst(4)hn + enCOnstl(U) --t 0, 

as hn --t 0+, en --t 0+. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Hence, in view of (5.6) to (5.9), we can find a sequence { O',.n }nEN, hn ---> 0+ 
such that 0',._ E %'ad.ih\(O) and (jhn ---> 0' strongly in (llk"=l C(fl'k)), concluding 
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In the following, we introduce the sphere 

.9'(S1) = {v E £(S1): (~( C)v,v) £(11) = 1} 

and denote by oh( C) E £i,(S1)n.9'(S1) and o( C) E Jf(S1)n.9'(S1) the normalized 
functions fulfilling 

(5.10) 

CONVERGENCE RESULTS 

Let us study the convergence of finite-element approximations when the 
mesh size tends to zero. First of all, we have to establish the following, 

LEMMA 14 Let Chn E 'P1"ad,(h)(S1), Chn -t C strongly in %'(S1), as hn -t 0+. 
Then one has 

(5.11) 

Proof. Let a couple (eigenfunction and eigenvalue) [o( C), )..(C)] E Jf(S1) n 
.9'(S1)) x lR be a solution of the following eigenvalue problem 

). . (C)= Min ((.rd(C)v,v)v(11)/(B(C)v,vh(11)) 
vE{£(11)\{0}} 

= (.rd(C)o(C), o(C))v(11)· (5.12) 

By virtue of (3.10) (we have £i,(S1) C Jf(S1)), if element v E {Jf(S1) \ {0}} 
there exists a sequence {vhn}nEN with Vhn E {£i,n(S1) \ {0}} such that 

Vhn -tv strongly in V(S1) as hn -t 0+. (5.13) 

Due to Lemma 13, relation (5.13) and ((H.rd),2°), ((H,qg),2°) (by passing 
to the limit) we obtain 

( (.rd( Chn )vhn, VhJV(11)/ (_qg( Chn )vhn, VhJ £(11)) 
-t ( (.rd( C)v, v)v(11)/ (~( C)v, v)£(11)) (5.14) 
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Here, we deduce that the sequence {A•(h,.) ( O'hJ }neN is bounded (in view 
of (5.3) and ((HJll), 1°)), ( (H~) , 1 °)) and contains the convergent subsequence 
such that 

(5.15) 

Hence the sequence { Oh,.. ( O'h,.k)} kEN is bounded. Then, by virtue of the 
above assertion for the subsequences {A•(h,.,) ( O'h,.

0 
)}oeN and 

{ 0h,.
0 

( O'h,.
0 

)}oeN we get 

0h,.
0 

(O'h,.
0

)---+ 6 weakly in V(D). (5.16) 

Next, taking into consideration ( 5.13) for the sequence { ah,.
0 

}oeN with ah,.
0 

E 
Jt/,,.

0 
(D) n .9'(0), we may write 

ah,.
0 

---+ o(O') strongly in V(O). (5.17) 

The functional v ---+ (Jll(~)v, v)v(n) is weakly lower semicontinuous on V(D) 
for any~ E 'Wad(O) . 

Consequently, since tJ E 'Wad(O), we may write 

Moreover, we have (in view of (5.16)) 

i(Jll( tJh,.
0 

)oh,.
0 

(O'h,.
0 

), 0h,.
0 

(O'h,.
0 

))v(!1) 

- (Jll( tr)oh,.
0 

( u h,.
0 

), oh,.
0 

( tJh,.
0 

))v(n> I 

:::; constant ll tJh,.
0 

- O' IILoo(!1)110h,.
0 

(O'h,.
0 

)11~(!1)---+ 0. (5.19) 

Further due to (5.10), (5.15) and (5.16), (5.18), (5.19) we arrive at the 
relations 

~ . = lim A•(h,. )( tJh,. ) h,.o -+0+ o o 

= 
1 

lim
0 

(Jli( O'h,.
0

)0h,.
0

(0'h,.
0

),oh,.
0

(tJh,.
0

))v(!1) 
I. no--+ + 

;::: hlim in
0
f (Jll( tJh,.

0 
)oh,.

0 
( O'h,.

0 
), 0h,.

0 
( O'h,.

0 
))v(!1) 

no--+ + 

= lim inf ( (Jll( O')oh,.
0 

( O'h ,.
0

), 0h,.
0 

( tJh,.
0

) )v(!1) 
h,.0 -+0+ 

+[ (Jll( O'h,.
0 

)oh,.
0 

( O'h,.
0

)' 0h,.
0 

( tJh,.
0 

) ) V(!1) 

-(Jli(O' )oh,.
0 

(O'h,.
0 

), 0h,.
0 

(O'h,.
0 

))v(n)]) 

;::: hliminof (Jll( tJ)ohno (O'hno ), o h,.o (O'hno ))v(!1) 
no --+ + 

;::: (Jll( tJ)6 , 6)v(!1);::: A. (tJ), (5.20) 
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On the other hand we deduce 

.5.. = h li~0 (ttl( tJhn0 )0hn0 (tJhn0 ),ohn0 (lThn 0 ))v(O) 
nko + 

~ h lim 0 ((ttl( t!hno )ahno 'ahno )v(o)/ (tJ( t!hno )ahno' ahno) £'(0)) 
n ko --+ + 

= (ttl( tT)o(tT), o( t!))v(o) = A. (tT), (5.21) 

(in view of ((Httl ), 2°)) , ((HfJ) , 2°)) and (5.10), (5.15), (5.17)). 
Thus, from the estimate (5.20) and (5.21) we conclude that 

A. (tT) ~ .5.. ~ A. (tT). (5.22) 

Hence, due to (5.10) and (5.22) we have 

{ 
.5.. = A. (tT) 
and 
6 = o( t!). 

Further, introduce the variational inequality 

(ttl( tT)o( tT), v- o( tT))v(o) 

~ A. (tT)(tJ( tT)o( tT),v- o( t!)).J't'(O) for all v E X(n), (5.23) 

and 

(ttl( t!hJohJ t!hJ , Vhn- ohJt!hJ)v(O) 

~ A•(hn)( t!hn)(tJ( t!hJohJt!hn),vhn- ohJt!hJ).~(o), (5.24) 

for all Vhn E .Jt'i,n (n). 
In the following, we substitute v := ohJtYhJ in (5.23) and vhn := ahn in 

(5.24). Hence after adding the inequalities, we may write 

([ttl(t!hn)- ttl(tT)]ohn(t!hJ ,ahn- ohJt!hJ)v(O) 

+(ttl( tT)ohn ( tJhn ), ahn - o( t!))v(O) 

+ (ttl( tT)[o( tJ)- Ohn (tJhJ], O~tJ t!hJ- o( tT))v(O) 

~ A. (tT)(tJ(tT)o( tT), ohJ t!hJ- o( t!))£(0) 

+ A•(hn)( t!hJ(tJ( t!hJohJt!hJ, ahn- Ohn ( tT~tJ)£(0)· 

Then, taking into account the coercivity of the operator ttl ( t! ), we get the 
estimate 

a.o~liohn (t!hn)- o( t!)li~(O) 
~ ([ttl (t!hJ- ttl (tT)]ohJ tYhJ, ahn- ohJ t!hJ)v(O) 

+ (ttl(tT)ohJt!hJ, ahn- o( tT))v(o) 

+ A. (tT)( fJ (tJ)o( tT), o( tJ)- ohn (t!hJ)£(0) 
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Passing to the lim sup on both sides and using ((5.11), 1°), (5.16), (5.17) 
and (4.36) , (Hd), (HB) (and strong convergence of {ohn(O'hn)}nEN in £(f2)) 
we deduce the strong convergence of {ahJ O'hJ}nEN in V(f2), which concludes 
the proof. • 

THEOREM 8 Let { u.(hn) }nEN, hn -t 0+ be a sequence of solutions of ap
proximate minimization problems (5.1). Then a subsequence {O'•(hnk)}kEN C 

{ O'•(hn) }nEN exists such that 

{ 

u. (hnk) -t 0'. strongly in %' (f2) 
and 
)..•(hnk)(O'hnk)---> >.. (0'. ) in JR, 
Ohnk (O'hnk)---> o(O'. ) strongly in V(f2), 

(5.25) 

where 0'. E Oftad(f2) is a solution of the MINIMIZATION PROBLEM (4.9) and 
the couple [o(O'*), >.. (0'. )] E Jt"(f2) n .9'(f2) x lR solves the corresponding state 
eigenvalue problem. 

Moreover, the limit of each subsequence of { u.(hn) }nEN, converging in %'(f2), 
is a solution of the latter problem and an analogue of ((5.25), 2°, 3°) holds. 

Proof. Since %'ad(f2) is compact in %' (f2), there exists a subsequence 
{O'•(ho)}oEN, h0 ---> 0+, such that ((5.25) , 1°) holds. Let us consider a 0' E 
%'ad(f2). By Lemma 13, there exists a sequence { O'ho }oEN of O'ho E %'ad(ho)(f2), 
such that 0'110 ---> 0' strongly in %'(f2), as h0 ---> 0+. In view of the definition 
(4.9), we have 

W(ho)(O'. (ho)' 0ho(O'• (h 0 ) )) ~ W(ho)(O'ho, O'ho(O'ho)). 

Let us pass to the limit with h0 ---> 0+ and apply Lemma 14 to both sides 
of this inequality. We arrive at 

w(U., o( O'. )) ~ w(U, o(O')), 

so that 0'. is a solution of the original MINIMIZATION PROBLEM. Making use of 
Lemma 14, we obtain ((5.25), 3°) . The previous line of thought may be repeated 
to any uniformly convergent subsequence of { O'• (hn) }nEN. 
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